
TURN OVERVIEW 
1. Play 1 card or rest. After either, draw 
cards until you have 4 in hand 
If a card is played, resolve 1-2 actions (1st 
action is free during the day and 1  at 
night. A second action costs 1  regardless 
of time.) If a player chooses to rest, and 
the character is outside, restore 2  ; 
restore 3  if the character is inside. 
2. If it’s the turn of the player with the 
Destiny token, activate Monsters 
3. If the time of day changes this turn: 

 Give the Destiny token to the current 
player  Resolve any final effects of 
the current Scenario and reveal the next 
one  If time changed to Night, players 
reveal the topmost Night card; If Day is 
dawning, players  resolve the final effect 
of any Night card s they still have in play. 

AVAILABLE ACTIONS 
  Move up to the  number 
 Attack ( ) a Monster or another 

Character on your or an adjacent space
 Search the buildings if your Character 

is on a space with   and in the quarter 
noted on the played card

  Resolve an Item’s effect ( )
  Resolve an action on a component  

CANDLES
On your turn you may discard Х Candle 
tokens to restore Х  or   or to add +Х  
to your . 

DERANGED 
 At Night, if you receive (or already 

have) a Deranged token, you become 
Deranged: replace your Human figure 
with a Deranged one, restore your  to 
maximum and rotate your cards to the 
Deranged side 

 When the Day comes or when you 
discard the Deranged token during 
the Night, you become a Human again: 
replace your Deranged figure with the 
Human one, restore your to maximum 
and rotate your cards to the Human side 

 The Deranged do not spend  to 
perform actions during the Night, can’t 
rest, can’t resolve any component actions 
or Item effects, and their actions do not 
advance the Time Token 

 Discard your Deranged token if you 
defeat a Human Character during the Night. 
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Hung r y 
G h o s t

Reward:  
1 Candle token

3 4 2 1 1

Activation: moves up to the number 
of spaces equal to its  toward the 
closest Character without entering the 
Target Character’s space. Then attacks 
all Characters on its space and on the 
adjacent spaces. While moving and 
attacking, ignores the colors, but not 
the directions of the arrows.  



G a rg o yl e

Reward:  
the Gargoyle Head card

1 5 3 4 2

Activation: moves up to the number 
of spaces equal to its  toward the 
closest Character without entering the 
Target Character’s space. Then attacks 
all Characters on its space and on the 
adjacent spaces. While moving and 
attacking, ignores the colors, but not 
the directions of the arrows.  

Unrelenting: Activates af ter each  
player’s turn.
Blindness: Instead of playing a card for 
defense as normal, you may spend a 
Candle token for  3 (only once per attack) 
Soul Catcher: Any Characters defeated 
by a Gargoyle are not resurrected at the 
Graveyard, and thus are eliminated.



Wa l k ing 
De a d

Reward:  
1 Candle token

2 5 4 1 3

Activation: moves up to the number of 
spaces equal to its  toward the closest 
Character without entering the Target 
Character’s space. Then attacks all 
Characters on its space and on all adjacent 
spaces. While moving and attacking, 
follows white and blue arrows only. 

Countlessness: When Walking Dead 
is defeated, flip its token facedown 
instead of removing and leave it on its 
current space. While flipped facedown, 
it is not considered a Monster. If 
a Walking Dead is to be spawned on the 
board while there are no tokens lef t in 
the supply, the player with the Destiny 
token must remove a defeated Walking 
Dead (if any) from the board, flip it face 
up, and place it on the board. 



Ne cromance r

Reward:  
1 Candle token

4 4 5 1 0

Activation: resolves the Raising the Dead 
ability. Then moves up to the number 
of spaces equal to its  toward the 
closest Character without entering the 
Target Character’s space. Then attacks 
all Characters on its space and on all 
adjacent spaces. While moving and 
attacking, ignores the colors, but not the 
directions of the arrows. 

Raising the Dead: at the start of the 
Necromancer’s activation, flip all 
tokens of the defeated Walking Dead 
in the Necromancer’s quarter face up. 
Then place a Walking Dead on the 
Necromancer’s space from the supply. 
Evasive: Ignores the Mass Destruction 
ef fect of Items.



We r e wol f

Reward:  
1 Candle token

4 2 4 1 4

Activation: moves up to the number of 
spaces equal to its  toward the most 
injured Character without entering the 
Target Character’s space. Then attacks 
all Characters on its space and on the 
space with the Target Character. While 
moving and attacking, follows white 
and green arrows only. 

Bloodlust: The Werewolf’s attack ignores 
defense values and doors. The attacked 
Character loses 2  without playing a 
defense card.



E n r a g e d 
We r e wol f

Reward:  
1 Candle token

5 3 5 1 4

Activation: moves up to the number of 
spaces equal to its  toward the most 
injured Character in its quarter (if there are 
no Characters in its quarter, then toward 
the closest Character on the board) 
without entering the Target Character’s 
space. Then attacks all Characters on its 
space and on the space with the Target 
Character. While moving and attacking, 
follows white and green arrows only. 

Bloodlust: The Enraged Werewolf’s 
attack ignores defense values and doors. 
The attacked Character loses 3  without 
playing a defense card.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  Take 4 ×  Candle tokens (4 tokens of each player’s color) from the supply. 
Place a token of each color on every place of power. 

  Place the Collecting the Candles ef fect card next to the game board. The rules 
on this card will remain active until the end of the Scenario.

AT THE END OF THE FIRST DAY

  The player(s) with the most Candles may draw a card from the ,  , or  decks. 
  For each quarter, if there is more than 1 Candle in this quarter, a Hungry Ghost 

is spawned on its place of power.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Hungry Ghost is spawned on the Ruins and in each numbered house without 
a Search token. If only 1 Monster was spawned that way, then additional 
Hungry Ghosts are spawned in the  and  (on the spaces next to the doors).

AT THE END OF THE FIRST NIGHT

  Each Character loses as many  as there are Hungry Ghosts in their quarter.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Hungry Ghost is spawned on the place(s) of power in the quarter(s) with the 
least number of Monsters. 

  Take The Abandoned Church piece and attach it to the exit from the quarter 
with the Character who has the Destiny token. Place The Abandoned Church 
(Scenario 1) ef fect card next to it. The action on this card will be available for 
the Characters until the end of the Scenario. 

AT THE END OF THE SECOND DAY

  For each Character who has 3 or less , a Hungry Ghost is spawned on their space.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Hungry Ghost is spawned in houses , ,  and on the place of power in the 
 quarter. 

  If the current total amount of  lost by Characters is higher or equal to  +1, 
each player receives a Curse; otherwise a Hungry Ghost is spawned in houses 

, , and .

AT THE END OF THE SECOND NIGHT

  All Characters inside the buildings lose 1 .



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  Take 3 ×  Candle tokens (3 tokens of each player’s color) from the supply. 
Place a token of each color on the Ruins,  (on the space next to the door), and 
the Abandoned Church. Place the Collecting the Candles ef fect card next to the 
game board (if it wasn’t placed earlier). The rule on this card will remain active 
until the end of the Scenario.

  A Hungry Ghost is spawned on each portal. If : 5+, another Hungry Ghost is 
spawned on each place of power.

  Take The Enchanted Gate piece and attach it to the exit from the quarter with a 
Character who has the most  (if that exit is occupied, then use the next exit 
in clockwise order).

AT THE END OF THE THIRD DAY

  The player(s) with the most Candles may discard a Curse or the Deranged token. 



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  Move all Characters out of the  quarter to any of the closest spaces by the 
owners’ choice.

  Put all Monsters from the  quarter back to the box.
  The Gargoyle is spawned on the Ruins. Place its Monster sheet face up next to 

the game board. 



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  Each player receives a Curse. 
  A Walking Dead is spawned on each place of power. Place its Monster sheet 

face up next to the board. 
  Place the Searching the Houses ef fect card next to the game board. The rule on 

this card will remain active until the end of the Scenario.

AT THE END OF THE FIRST DAY

  Each Character outside the buildings gains 2 Candle tokens.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  If : 4+, a Hungry Ghost is spawned in each numbered house without 
a Search token. 

  A Walking Dead is spawned in the , ,  (on the spaces next to the doors), 
and the Ruins. If : 5+, additional Walking Dead are spawned on the places of 
power in the  and  quarters.

AT THE END OF THE FIRST NIGHT

  Each player discards all cards from their hand and their next turn they may 
choose to either rest or play the topmost card of their deck.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Necromancer is spawned on the place of power in the quarter with the most 
Walking Dead tokens (defeated or not). Place its Monster sheet face up next  
to the game board. If : 5+, another Necromancer is spawned on the place  
of power in the  quarter. 

  Flip all tokens of the defeated Walking Dead in the quarters with the 
Necromancers. 

  If : 6+, a Hungry Ghost is spawned on each space with a Necromancer. 
  Take The Abandoned Church piece and attach it to the exit from the quarter 

with a Character who has the least Curses. Place The Abandoned Church 
(Scenario 2) ef fect card next to it. The action on this card will be available for 
the Characters until the end of the Scenario. 

AT THE END OF THE SECOND DAY

  Each Character may spend any number of  to gain as many Candle tokens.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Walking Dead is spawned in houses , , and . If : 4+, a Necromancer is 
spawned on the portal in the  quarter. If : 5+, additional Walking Dead 
are spawned in houses , , and . If : 6+, a Hungry Ghost is spawned in 
the ,  (on the spaces next to the doors), and .

AT THE END OF THE SECOND NIGHT

  A Necromancer is spawned in the Abandoned Church.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  If the players still have any Search tokens lef t, they keep them. Distribute all 
the discarded Search tokens among the numbered houses with no Search 
tokens by placing 1 token in each house in ascending order of their numbers. 

  A Walking Dead is spawned on each place of power. If : 5+, a Hungry Ghost 
is spawned on each portal. 

  Take The Enchanted Gate piece and attach it to the exit from the quarter with the 
most Walking Dead (defeated or not). If it’s occupied, then to the next exit in 
clockwise order.

AT THE END OF THE THIRD DAY

  Each player may put an Item card from their hand or from their discard pile 
back to the box to discard 1 of their Curses.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Necromancer is spawned on the place of power in the quarter with the most 
Walking Dead tokens (defeated or not). If : 4+, another Necromancer is 
spawned in house . 

  Flip all tokens of the defeated Walking Dead in the quarters with the 
Necromancers.

  2 Hungry Ghosts are spawned on the Enchanted Gate. If : 5+, an additional 
Hungry Ghost is spawned in the Abandoned Church and on the Ruins. 

  Place all Walking Dead tokens from the supply and all tokens of the defeated 
Walking Dead from the board on the Necromancer’s sheet — they are its 
Retinue. 

RETINUE

  If there are Walking Dead in the Retinue, you can’t attack the Necromancers. 
You must attack the Walking Dead from the Retinue first, one by one. 

  The Retinue is moved with the Necromancers, but doesn’t attack the Characters. 
  If the Walking Dead from the Retinue is defeated, remove it from the game 

and put it back to the box.
  The Retinue ignores the Mass Destruction ef fect of the Items. 
  Before the activation of each Necromancer, move 1 Walking Dead from the 

Retinue to that Necromancer’s space. This Walking Dead is not considered 
part of the Retinue anymore. 



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Werewolf is spawned in houses , , and . Place its Monster sheet face up 
next to the board. If : 4+, additional Werewolves are spawned in houses , 

, and . All these Werevolwes are asleep: skip their activation in the Monster 
Phase. If any Character enters the house with a Werewolf, that Werewolf is no 
longer asleep.

AT THE END OF THE FIRST DAY

  All Characters inside the buildings lose 1 .
  All Werewolves wake up and are no longer considered asleep. 



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Werewolf is spawned on each place of power in the quarters with no 
Werewolves. 

  Take as many Fog tokens as . Place them on the Characters’ spaces (or on 
the closest street spaces, if a Character is in the building). There can be no 
more than 1 Fog token on a space, all extra Fog tokens must be moved to the 
adjacent street spaces.

  Place the Fog ef fect card next to the game board. The rule on this card will 
remain active until the end of the Scenario.

AT THE END OF THE FIRST NIGHT

  Each Character with 4 or less  loses 1 .



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  A Werewolf is spawned on each portal.
  Take The Abandoned Church piece and attach it to the exit from the quarter with 

a Character who has the most Curses. Place The Abandoned Church (Scenario 3) 
ef fect card next to it. The action on this sheet will be available for the 
Characters until the end of the Scenario. 

AT THE END OF THE SECOND DAY

  If : 5+, a Hungry Ghost is spawned in houses , , , and on the Ruins.



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  Take as many Fog tokens as . Place them on the Characters’ spaces (or on 
the closest street spaces, if a Character is in the building). There can be no 
more than 1 Fog token on a space, all extra Fog tokens must be moved to the 
adjacent street spaces.

  Place the Fog ef fect card next to the game board (if it wasn’t placed earlier). 
The rule on this card will remain active until the end of the Scenario.

  A Werewolf is spawned in house , the Abandoned Church, and on the place 
of power in the  quarter. If : 5+, additional Werewolves are spawned in 
the  and  (on the spaces next to the doors). 

AT THE END OF THE SECOND NIGHT

  If there are any Werewolves in the quarter with your Character, draw a Curse. 



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  Take as many Werewolf tokens as there are Characters with  4 or less. They 
are spawned on the places of power in the quarters with these Characters. If 

: 5+, additional Werewolves are spawned in the  and  (on the spaces next 
to the doors). 

  Take The Enchanted Gate piece and attach it to the exit from the quarter with 
a Character who has the least  (if it’s occupied, then to the next exit in 
clockwise order).

AT THE END OF THE THIRD DAY

  All Characters on the street (not in a building) lose 1 .



WHEN THIS SHEET IS REVEALED

  Replace the Werewolf sheet with the Enraged Werewolf sheet. 
  Each Character with no Candle tokens gains a Candle token. 
  Take as many Werewolf tokens as there are Characters with the maximum . 

They are spawned on the places of power in the quarters with these Characters.
  A Werewolf is spawned on the Enchanted Gate.


